**Scholastic Digital Resources**

Scholastic Digital products offer patrons/students/staff a variety of easy-to-navigate resources with hundreds of thousands of credible, accurate and reliable texts, eBooks, and multimedia to meet almost every research and literacy need in your library/school. Unlimited access for an unlimited amount of users—from most platforms and devices—enables all patrons/students/staff to easily find the information or experience they’re seeking.

- **BOOKFLIX**: *(Public Library only, age 3-8)* Animated stories from Weston Woods are paired with nonfiction Scholastic eBooks to engage early learners and expose them to real-world concepts.
- **TRUEFLIX**: (Grades 3-6) High-interest science and social studies units support beginning researchers and independent learners.
- **FREEDOMFLIX**: (Grades 4+) A dynamic, interactive social studies resource of multimedia assets to engage even the most reluctant readers.
- **SCIENCEFLIX**: (Grades 5-10) High-interest science units to foster hands-on learning and build an abiding and lasting interest in scientific study.
- **SCHOLASTIC GO!**: (Grades 2+) Hundreds of thousands of beautifully written nonfiction texts on every core-curricula topic – in one clean, easy-to-navigate layout.
- **SCHOLASTIC TEACHABLES**: (Grades Prek- 6) Tens of thousands of searchable and printable educational materials for Prek-grade 6. Our teacher-authors create and vet thousands of high-quality, ready-to-use resources so that patrons/teachers do not have to spend countless hours searching for reliable content to support instruction/library programs.
- **WATCH & LEARN LIBRARY**: (Grades Prek-3) Provides teachers/patrons with an online bank of developmentally-appropriate nonfiction videos to build knowledge, vocabulary, and introduce new concepts and topics. Real-world footage. English and Spanish versions throughout.

For more information visit [www.scholastic.com/digital](http://www.scholastic.com/digital)

IHLS members receive 12%-50% off Scholastic Digital programs.

Contact the following representative for information:

Carolyn Chadwell  
2315 Dean Street, Suite 600  
St. Charles, IL  60175  
800-387-1437 ext 6289  
cchadwell@scholastic.com